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Overview and Context: Polarimetry as a cross-cutting enterprise
Photometry, spectroscopy, and polarimetry together comprise the basic toolbox
astronomers use to discover the nature of the universe. Polarimetry established the Unified
Model of AGN and continues to yield unique and powerful insight into complex phenomena.
Polarimetry reveals the elusive magnetic field in the Milky Way and external galaxies, allows
mapping of features of unresolved stars and supernovae, uncovers nearby exoplanets and faint
circumstellar disks, and probes acoustic oscillations of the early universe.
Polarimetry is practiced across the full range of accessible wavelengths, from long
wavelength radio through gamma rays, to provide windows into phenomena not open to
photometry, spectroscopy, or their time-resolved variants. At some wavelengths, the U.S. leads
the world in polarimetric capabilities and investigations, including ground-based radio, through
the VLA and VLBA. At other wavelengths, the U.S. is currently competitive: in submm the CSO
and the JCMT have historically pursued similar science problems.
In ground-based O/IR, the situation is considerably worse, with no optical or NIR
polarimeters available on Gemini (Michelle is MIR, only) or any NOAO-accessed 4 m telescope,
as the table below shows. Over the past decade and more, Canadian and European astronomers
have enjoyed unique access to state-of-the-art polarimeters and have used this access to vault far
past the U.S. in many science areas.
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In space, NICMOS, ACS, and WFPC-21 on HST have permitted imaging polarimetry
down to 0.1% precision, and may represent the most general purpose O/IR access for U.S.
astronomers. Neither the Spitzer Space Telescope nor JWST provides, or will provide, any
polarimetric capability.
The dwindling U.S. access to this crucial third leg of the light analysis tripod has also
become self-fulfilling, as students receive little exposure to polarimetric techniques and scientific
advances as the number of practitioners able to teach students declines.
Nevertheless, polarimetric studies in O/IR have already revealed a great deal about star
and planet formation processes, stars and their evolution, the structure of the Milky Way, and the
nature and origin of galaxies and their active nuclei – details which cannot be discovered using
pure photometric or spectroscopic methods. For example, NIR imaging polarimetric studies by
the SIRPOL group (e.g., Tamura et al. 2007) reveal the details of the magnetic fields lacing
nearby, star-forming molecular cloud cores and the embedded reflection nebulae and disks
associated with their newly formed stars. Further, the race to find and image exoplanets will use
1

NICMOS and much of ACS are currently off-line until Servicing Mission 4 (SM4); WFPC-3 will replace WFPC-2
but will have no polarimetric capability.

polarimetry internal to the two extreme adaptive optics coronagraphs now under construction:
SPHERE/ZIMPOL (for the VLT: Joos 2007) and GPI (for Gemini: Macintosh et al. 2006).
Theoretical efforts have recently advanced our understanding of the origin of dust grain
alignment by demolishing old theory and offering new, testable predictions. The new paradigm
of radiative aligned torques (e.g., Lazarian & Hoang 2007; Hoang & Lazarian 2008) is removing
old doubts concerning magnetic alignment while leaving a wide parameter space open for
observational testing and future theoretical refinement.
Polarimetric modeling has also entered a modern age, one characterized by huge model
grids, spectacular dynamic ranges, and closer coupling to observational measurements. The
active debate on the relative importance of magnetohydrodynamics (e.g., Li et al. 2004) vs. pure
hydrodynamics (e.g., Padoan & Nordlund 2002) is shining new light into the nature of magnetic
fields in the ISM and in star formation. Meanwhile, radiative transfer modeling guides detailed
interpretation of complex polarized line profiles from aspherical stellar winds (e.g., Harries
2000) and supernovae (e.g., Hoeflich 2005; Kasen et al. 2006; Hoffman 2007). This upcoming
decade is sure to see careful, detailed comparisons between high-resolution model simulations
and observational data that will lead to sharp new insights into many astrophysical scenarios.
The promise evident in the new, niche polarimetric instruments and the surveys they will
perform will drive cutting-edge science in the upcoming decade. Yet finding answers for many
key questions requires open community access to general purpose, precision polarimeters on
large telescopes, as well as opportunities for student training.
Example Polarimetry Science Areas for the next decade
Within the broad area covered by The Galactic Neighborhood panel, polarimetric studies
for the upcoming decade will address several key questions: (1) What role(s) does the magnetic
field play in assembling diffuse interstellar material into new atomic and molecular clouds?
Which field properties (strength, orientation) decide the fate of star-forming and quiescent cloud
cores? (2) Which physical mechanism most aligns dust grains? (3) How are interstellar grains
and grain mantles structured? (4) Will the new theory of atomic magnetic realignment (AMR)
launch a viable new probe of cosmic magnetic fields? These questions are fundamental to
understanding the nature of the Milky Way, yet can only be answered through new polarimetric
observations, theory, and open access to precision polarimeters on large telescopes. Examples of
open challenges ripe for polarimetric progress for the upcoming decade include:
•

Resolve the 3D structure of the Galactic magnetic field
In the diffuse, ionized ISM the magnetic field is traced over kpc scales via radio Faraday
rotation (e.g., Brown et al. 2007). The observations reveal asymmetries in the field about the
midplane (Han et al. 2006), and spiral arm field reversals. In the neutral ISM, radio Zeeman
effect measurements and background star polarimetry (see Heiles 2000), tracing magneticallyaligned dust grains, are the chief probes. However, large areas of the neutral medium have
eluded both techniques, due to low pulsar area density and deep dust extinction in the midplane.
Infrared stellar polarimeters are needed to survey substantial parts of the Galactic disk and to
probe to the multi-kpc depths necessary to reveal the 3D distribution of the field. This will
advance both magnetic field studies and our understanding of how the Milky Way was
assembled. Further, models of the origin and maintenance of the Galactic field (e.g., Gnedin et
al. 2000; Zweibel 2003) will be accessible to quantitative testing through combining new optical
polarimetry of the solar neighborhood (e.g. Alves et al. 2008), the IR-revealed 3D nature of the

field, and the relation of near and distant magnetic structures to superbubbles (including the
Local Bubble; Leroy 1999) and HII regions.
The magnetic field in the diffuse, ionized ISM is in rough equiparition with all other
energy densities. Self-gravity, however, becomes important for atomic clouds and may be the
dominant energy density for molecular clouds. Yet out of the just finished decade, a new,
complex, and highly dynamic ISM has emerged (e.g., the 13CO Galactic Ring Survey, Jackson et
al. 2006; the VLA Galactic Plane Survey, Stil et al. 2006; WHAM, Reynolds 2004; and
GLIMPSE, Benjamin et al. 2003) with likely roles for the magnetic field on all scales. The
ubiquitous O VI in the Galactic disk, seen with FUSE (Bowen et al. 2008), reveals long-lived
interfaces between warm/cool and coronal gas. Do magnetic fields extend these interface
lifetimes by restricting electron transport across field lines? Is the creation of interstellar clouds
dominated by conditions in the magnetic field, or by turbulent motions, as the observations of
Crutcher et al. (2008) imply? To answer these questions, the magnetic field must be revealed in
great detail and be traced across the full range of environments, from diffuse ionized to cool
atomic to dense molecular. This requires sensitive polarimetric observations across radio,
FIR/submm, and O/IR with coordinated targets, campaigns, and surveys. The requisite
instruments and telescopes are either just now becoming available, or should be encouraged to be
so, in order for these key science goals to be met in this decade.
•

Resolve the magnetic grain alignment mechanism.
The major unknown for magnetic interpretation of ISM polarimetry, both for field
topology and field strength (see “Exceptional Discovery” section, below) - is the physics of dust
grain alignment. ISM polarization is due to magnetically aligned, asymmetric dust grains, yet
only recently has a quantitative, testable theory emerged. This theory (Lazarian & Hoang 2007a,
b, and references therein) and new observations (Andersson & Potter 2007; Whittet et al. 2008)
now provide strong support for radiatively driven alignment. However, detailed understanding of
the alignment mechanism is needed for accurate interpretation of ISM polarization observations.
Radiative grain alignment theory has dependences on grain size, radiation wavelength, the angle
between the radiation and magnetic field, and possibly the rate of molecular hydrogen formation
(Hoang & Lazarian 2008). New observations, over a wide range of environments, are needed to
test the underlying grain alignment physics and to provide reliable tracers of the magnetic field
from observed polarimetry. Secondary mechanisms depend on the detailed characteristics of the
grains (Draine & Lazarian 1998); improved understanding of radiative alignment will also probe
related grain micro-physics. Comprehensive tests of radiative alignment theory require that the
observations utilize large samples, going to deep extinctions - both requiring large telescopes and
powerful precision polarimeters from the U-band through the MIR.
•

Strip bare, interstellar grains and grain mantles, to peer into dark places.
What are dust grains made of, what are their structures, and how do they grow?
Spectroscopy of solid-state features, including ice features from grain mantles, provides
tremendous information on structure and composition of the grains as well as on their
environments. For example, Whittet et al. (1989) showed ice mantles sublimate as grains are
heated by the diffuse radiation fields penetrating dark clouds, requiring a threshold extinction
into the cloud, of about AV=3 for water and about AV≈5 for CO, for ices to form. Yet
spectropolarimetry of many of the same feature reveals much about the grains that is missed
otherwise. Hough et al. (2008) used NIR spectropolarimetry to compare the ice absorption and
ice polarization spectral profiles to constrain the axis ratio of the grains and relative volumes of

grain cores to ice mantles for the line of sight to Elias 16 in Taurus. The powerful combination of
spectroscopy and polarimetry of solid state features is a new tool that, if encouraged for the
upcoming decade, will probe grain properties across a full range of environments, timescales,
and illuminations.
The polarization of these grain mantle ices also provides a powerful new tool to reveal in
situ magnetic fields deep in dark clouds. The ices exist only over a fairly narrow range of
conditions (for CO ice, Tdust < 17K), so this “ice polarization” provides the best connection
between the FIR/submm polarimetry of only the densest parts of clouds and the optical and NIR
polarimetry, which does best in cloud peripheries. Indeed, Hough et al. see polarization position
angles for the continuum, water ice, and CO ice that systematically shift, revealing magnetic
field rotation with depth into the cloud. This new tool for “magnetic tomography” of molecular
clouds should be fully exploited in the upcoming decade to measure the size scales of ambipolar
diffusion, magnetic pinch topology, and how these relate to star formation or accretion rates.
•

Atomic Magnetic Realignment (AMR): a New Magnetic Field Diagnostic
Yan and Lazarian (2008, and ref.s therein) have predicted a new effect, “atomic magnetic
realignment” (AMR), in which the magnetic field geometry in the diffuse interstellar medium, or
in circumstellar matter, is determined from the linear polarization of absorption or fluorescence
emission lines pumped by an anisotropic radiation field. AMR is potentially more powerful than
radio Zeeman measurements, since it is sensitive to weaker fields and works in hot gas. AMR
may also be more powerful than dust alignment and synchrotron methods, since it is sensitive to
3D geometry, gas properties and velocity. The effect has been observed in the Sun (Landi
degl'Innocenti 1999) but not yet outside the solar system, because of the lack of suitable
instrumentation. The emission line effect would be observable using moderate resolution
spectropolarimeters that are sensitive to faint diffuse line emission (e.g., Nordsieck 2008). The
huge potential AMR offers magnetic field science requires swift action to test for, and hopefully
exploit, this wonderful new technique.
Exceptional Discovery Potential Area: Widespread Precision B Strengths
Magnetic field strength is a crucial factor for the nature and structure of the ISM.
Strong fields can quench gas dynamic motions, or direct flows along field lines. Weak fields may
still regulate star formation (e.g., Duffin & Pudritz 2008) and models that include magnetic fields
(e.g., Galli et al. 2001; Tassis & Mouschovias 2007; Kudoh et al. 2007; Elmegreen 2007) find
that the ratio of field strength to gravitational energy is a chief outcome determinant. But until
now, routine, high-quality measurements of field strengths in the astrophysical settings of most
interest have been difficult to impossible.
This upcoming decade will see a major change, resulting from new and improved
techniques, instrumentation, theory and interpretation. Ready access to magnetic field strengths
for large numbers of clouds and cores will make it easy to include magnetic strengths in ISM
studies and permit direct tests of modern theories.
The observationally simplest method for measuring the field strength is the CF
technique (Chandrasekhar & Fermi 1953), which probes the balance between magnetic field
strength and turbulent gas motions, using the dispersion in the polarization angles and the
velocity profile width of relevant gas tracer (H I, CH, K I, Ca II, OH, CO, etc.).
The CF technique is based on two concepts: (1) the MHD equations of motion give a
one-dimensional, negative pressure directed along the field lines (equivalent to a tension in the

field lines); and (2) the vibration amplitude of a string is determined by its tension, its mass, and
the driving force. In the past, projection effects and other uncertainties appeared to limit the
quality of the derived strengths, but recent theory (Falceta-Gonçalves et al. 2008), and
observations, argue otherwise. While changes in the average field along the line of sight affect
the observed polarization dispersion (Ostriker et al. 2001; Andersson & Potter 2005), densely
sampled polarization maps (e.g., Alves et al. 2008), preferably with stellar distance estimates,
can overcome these complications. New wide-area and NIR imaging polarimeters (e.g., Clemens
et al. 2007), are needed to provide the necessary sampling density for full exploitation of the CF
technique and so to enable a new era of magnetic field strength determinations.
What is Needed to Meet the Science Goals within the Decade
What key observations, theory, and instrumentation are needed to achieve the science
goals within the next decade? Our evaluation of the upcoming opportunities, challenges, and
technical readiness leads to the following recommendations:
1. Build precision polarimetric capability into new O/IR instruments for large telescopes
and space missions. Design polarimetry in from the beginning, not as “add-ons”.
• New “niche” instruments, such as GPI, SPHERE/ZIMPOL, and HiCIAO on Subaru
rightly exploit polarimetry to meet their exoplanet and circumstellar disk objectives, but
general purpose instruments with polarimetric capability are lacking at virtually all
large, open-access US telescopes - ground-based, airborne, and space-based, especially
in the infrared.
• Key science questions cannot be answered unless US astronomers have access to
precision (photon-noise limited) polarimetric capability. To retain precision capability,
polarimetric capabilities must be a considered in the initial design of the instruments,
not as a later “add-on”.
• Exoplanet characterizations may favor bluer wavelengths, to enhance detection of
Rayleigh scattering, but fractional polarizations are low, requiring access to the largest
telescopes to enable sampling adequate volumes.
2. Encourage polarimetric surveys with LSST.
• So much of the sky has never been explored polarimetrically that it represents a “new
frontier” for optical wavelengths. Many key science advances are in the Polarimetry
White Paper to the LSST Consortium2.
• LSST surveys offer one of the best chances of getting polarimetric data into the hands
of the largest number of researchers and students.
3. Develop polarimetric O/IR synoptic and survey capabilities on intermediate-size
telescopes to study YSOs/disks, probe their time evolution, and to promote student
training in instrumentation and polarimetric observations.
• To be able to compete scientifically, we must invest in the next generation of young
astronomers who will use polarimetry as a powerful tool in their light analysis toolbox
and who will understand polarimetric light analysis well enough to guide future
instrument development.

•

•
•

Wide-field polarimetric surveys, especially in the infrared, are needed to probe into
extincted regions of star formation to discover and measure circumstellar and
protostellar environments.
Synoptic polarimetric observational data sets are crucial to understanding phenomena
with complex geometry and/or time evolution.
Obtaining ground-based calibrating polarimetric observations are crucial to the
calibration of existing and future space-based polarimeters.

Final Thought
The U.S. astronomical community has lost opportunities to advance key science areas as
a result of down-selects of instrument capabilities or lack of will to commission polarimetric
modes on instruments. The investment is minor, the expertise is available in the community, and
the rewards are tangible. We are excited by the recent momentum favoring polarimetric studies
and capabilities and believe the upcoming decade will see the various polarimetric techniques
together become a strong, necessary component of astronomers’ light analysis toolbox.
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